SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS FOR SPRING 2021

**Re-Entry and Evaluation Testing:** The University will require re-entry and regular evaluation COVID-19 testing for students during the spring semester. Residential students will be required to participate in the testing program as a condition of living on campus and continued enrollment.

**Isolation and Quarantine Requirements:** The University is expanding the number of quarantine/isolation spaces and ensuring that we are providing appropriate care and support resources in those locations in compliance with public health guidelines. Residential students will be required to relocate to the isolation and/or quarantine buildings if they are instructed to do so by Campus Health or the Orange County Health Department. Failure to comply with any quarantine and isolation directives will result in the loss of your housing contract for the year.

**Masks/Face Coverings:** In accordance with the University’s guidelines on face coverings and face masks, you will be required to wear a face covering/mask at all times while indoors in your suite/apartment and in residence hall restrooms, lobbies, elevators, stairwells, and other common areas. The ONLY place you will not be required to wear a covering/mask is in your assigned residence hall room when the door is closed. Residents who do not adhere to these guidelines will be refused service by a Carolina Housing staff member until they put on a mask. Violations of these standards may result in the loss of your housing contract for the year.

**Visitation:** For the health and wellbeing of residents and housing staff, visitors will not be permitted in the residence halls for any reason, with the exception of ARS-approved disability accommodations (e.g., personal health aides). Only residents officially assigned to a particular room/suite/apartment/building are permitted to be physically present in those spaces. Where applicable, residents will be allowed to enter another building in their residential community for the sole purpose of visiting the Community Office or accessing laundry facilities. Non-residents and campus residents assigned to another building are not permitted in your residence hall (including parents/family members, friends, study partners, and significant others). Residents will be permitted to bring a maximum of three Move-In Helpers (friends and family) during your move-in appointment only. Violations of this requirement may result in the loss of your housing contract for the year.

**Suite/Apartment Changes:** For the health and wellbeing of our residents, only department-initiated suite/apartment changes will be allowed after residents move in. This is necessary in order to minimize disruption to the family unit created in the living unit. Depending on emerging public health needs, residents may be required to relocate permanently to another room/building on relatively short notice. Residents are encouraged to bring only those belongings that are essential for the semester.

**Use of Common Areas and Amenities:** While most common areas in the residence halls will be closed, residents may use the opens areas in their assigned building as long as mask requirements, physical
distancing, posted occupancy limits, and other rules are followed. Some of the current protocols are as follows:

- The elevator capacity during move-in is limited to 4 people: exclusively the resident and their move-in assistants (up to 3). During the rest of the year, elevator capacity will remain at 4 unless otherwise determined because of the elevator size and current University guidance. Where possible, stairwells will be designated as one-way. Residents who are able to use the stairs are encouraged to do so (especially those who live on lower floors).
- Water fountains will be not be available, but ice machines and water bottle refill stations will remain functional (where possible). Residents should look for signage near these devices for further details. Additionally, vending machines will operate as normal.

**ResNET Operations:** ResNET student and professional staff provide individual and building-wide technology assistant to residents (printing, connection issues, etc.). Most services will be delivered remotely/virtually and, with strict adherence to mask and physical distancing requirements if in-person assistance is required.

**Package Center Operations:** The three on-campus package centers (located in Morrison, Hinton James, and Spencer) each service specific residence halls. Mail and packages addressed to residents are delivered to their respective package center. Residents receive notifications when their mail is available for pick-up. The package centers may operate on a modified schedule, with strict adherence to mask and physical distancing requirements.

**Community Office Operations:** Each building/collection of buildings has a Community Office that serves as the hub for service delivery in the building(s). These offices will be open on a modified schedule and with strict adherence to mask and physical distancing requirements. Many services will be delivered remotely/virtually. To avoid potential issues with shared-use items, a limited number of enhancement items will be available for checkout at the start of the semester: cooking supplies, brooms, vacuums, and mallets (used to help adjust the height of the beds). Board games and other items will be added, if/when possible. Please consider the limited availability of these items as you make your plans. Updates will be provided via the hall newsletters.

**Residential Staffing, Programs and Events:** The residence halls will continue to have live-in staffing to help meet the needs of residential students. As the semester begins, most of the community development and educational programs in the residence halls will be virtual with very few in-person events. University-organized gatherings outside of classroom instruction are limited to no more than 25 individuals with strict adherence to mask and physical distancing requirements. The size of events may be further limited as needed to comply with public health guidelines or by the limitations of the event location. All in-person residence hall events will abide by these guidelines.